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Only TDO seamlessly integrates digital radiography, QuickBooks, Microsoft Word and many other  

important applications all into one program.

By joining TDO, you get access to hundreds of clinical cases each week through TDO Clinical, TDO Chat,  

TDO Implants and other online forums.

The gold standard in clinical documentation, there simply is no better legal protection than TDO.

TDO is the only endodontic software company that has 100% HIPAA and PIPEDA compliant two-way 

interactive and integrated patient and referral communication systems.

TDO automatically organizes all of your cases for easy incorporation into lectures or case presentations.

Our built-in case generator takes all the stress out of preparing cases for submission to the ABE by  

automatically putting them in the approved format.

TDO technical support has the highest user satisfaction rating in our specialty.  Contact us today through  

the web, your smart phone, email, phone or live support.

TDO IS A SMARTER  
WAY TO PRACTICE
Are you next? Find out why everyone is switching 
to TDO – The Digital Office for Endodontists.
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THREE GREAT PRODUCTS.
ONE GREAT COMPANY.
Can a software program make your life better?  Our users say it can.  TDO Practice Management Software, TDO 

Cloud and TDO Mobile are an integrated system designed to function the way an endodontist actually works.  Our 

practice management software walks you through all possible diagnosis and treatment options to make sure you 

don’t miss a single step in the care of a patient.  TDO Cloud strengthens relationships with referring doctors by 

allowing them to check the status of all referred patients online, including patient radiographs and photographs.  

TDO Mobile makes patient records easily accessible when you’re away from the office.  The best part is the 

increased efficiency and productivity that you will enjoy.  TDO is the most complete practice management system 

for endodontists.

TDO Practice Management 
Software
We specialize in endodontics and our software 

is better for it.  Every detail of our practice 

management software has been carefully thought 

out to make you a more complete clinician and help 

your office run more efficiently.  Our diagnosis page 

is the most comprehensive radiographic and clinical 

examination form ever seen in a dental software 

program.  Our draw Page makes communication 

with patients powerful and compelling.  Our 

customizable templates and reporting features allow 

you to stay in touch with referring dentists with a 

simple click of the mouse.

The TDO Infograbber

TDO Infograbber is an application that 

runs on a Tablet PC and comes with TDO 

Practice Management Software.  Patients 

can digitally fill out their medical and 

pain histories, review and sign all consent 

forms right on the Tablet PC – once 

they’re finished, Infograbber seamlessly 

transfers all their information to your TDO 

database, dramatically speeding up patient 

registration and check-in.

Intuitive, Easy-to-Use Interface      Unequalled Imaging Engine

Customizable Reporting      No Double Entries
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TDO Cloud Services
TDO Cloud makes it easy to communicate with referring doctors.  With TDO Cloud, a report automatically 

becomes accessible on your website the minute you finish a case.  Subscribing to TDO Cloud also saves valuable 

time by allowing patients to register and fill out medical history forms in the comfort of their own home.  The 

ultimate complement to a paperless office, TDO Cloud is an effortless way to promote your practice that comes 

complete with your own unique web domain and template, email accounts and secure daily off-site backup of 

your TDO data.  Save thousands by eliminating the need to contact with an outside vendor.

DO YOU RUN YOUR PRACTICE OR 
DOES YOUR PRACTICE RUN YOU?

   Practice Website Included      Real-Time Access to Latest Data

   Easy 24/7 Content Management System      Ability to Link Multiple Practices

TDO Mobile
With TDO Mobile, you can connect to your office 

anywhere, anytime right through your iPhone or Android.  

You have the ability to check drug interactions when 

you’re out of the office as well as view patient pre- and 

post-op x-rays and other important images.  Access 

patient contact information, pain history and other clinical 

data whenever you need it.  Doctors and staff love TDO 

Mobile’s calendar, notes and reporting features.  TDO 

Mobile makes it easy to stay in touch with patients and 

referring doctors when you’re away from the computer.

The TDO Community

When you join TDO you also gain 

access to such features as the highly 

popular TDO Chat, one of our many 

free online forums where endodontists 

advise each other on everything from 

clinical case management to the latest 

endodontic products.

Unlimited iphone or Android per TDO Mobile Account      View Medication Detail      

Appointment Synchronization      Access All Patient Record Details

TDO Mobile and TDO Cloud are optional, subscription-based services not included with TDO Practice Management Software.
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As a resident, the prospect of starting your own practice can be intimidating.  It needn’t be.  TDO takes all 

the stress out of planning your own practice and saves you thousands of dollars by helping you avoid costly 

mistakes.  TDO’s online forums will advise you on everything from floor plans and office design to working 

ergonomically with the microscope.  You’ll learn to master microscopic photography and improve your clinical 

skills.  With our special rate for postgraduate students, you don’t have to wait until you graduate to start 

developing an ergonomic understanding of how to work.  You can start right now.

Ergonomics
We can’t emphasize enough the importance of having an ergonomically designed office.  No one understands 

efficient ergonomic workflow better than TDO because it was we who first introduced the microscope into the 

endodontist’s office in the first place. 

Photography
Endodontic photography is a difficult skill.  It’s also an important way to build your practice.  TDO founder Dr. 

Gary Carr was the first endodontist to start taking clinical photos through the microscope, and over the years 

we’ve taught hundreds of doctors proper photo documentation techniques.  

Office Design
The plumbing. The flooring. The electrical. The cart. By joining TDO, you’ll be able to post questions about 

anything and everything and hear back almost immediately from many other practitioners who have just gone 

through the process.  Build a better practice with TDO!

TDO FOR POSTGRADS

Excellence      Mentoring      Innovation      Integrity      Service

6235 Lusk Blvd. San Diego, CA 92121             

(858)558-3696 Toll free: 877-435-7836      

(858)558-3633

www.tdo4endo.com

sales@tdo4endo.com
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Excel lence in Endodontics

Dr. Gary B. Carr is the original inventor and developer of 
ultrasonic tips  for endodontics. Initially developed in 1987 as 
an adjunct for a surgical endodontics, their use has expanded 
so that they are today indispensable for all areas of endodontic 
treatment and re-treatment.

V I B R A T I N G ,  T R O U G H I N G ,  
I N S T R U M E N T  R E M O V A L  A N D  
G E N E R A L  U S E

Powerful and accurate cutting
The oblique bend enhances 
visibility and creates more power 
at the tip
Rounded point for smoother cutting

Powerful and accurate cutting
Powerful scaling ability

Troughs canals
Removes restorable materials

Troughs canals
Removes restorative materials, 
cements, silver (Ag) points, posts 
and Thermafil carriers

Troughs canals
Rounded point

Troughs canals
Removes restorative materials
Rounded point for smoother cutting

Point Measurement: .60mm
Generates extremely precise 
troughing grooves
Removes restorative materials 
and other build-up materials

Point Measurement: .35mm
Generates extremely precise 
troughing grooves
Removes restorative materials 
and other build-up materials

Point Measurement: .75mm
Creates a flat troughing groove
Finds calcified canals, removes 
build up and restorative materials
Preparation of buccal Class VI 
and ECIR Lesions
Refines and cleans orifice opening
Very good at cleaning Gutta 
Percha and sealer off orifice walls

This wrench is engraved with the 
Excellence in Endodontics logo and 
a 40mm scale on the back side.  
One end of the wrench features a 
slot for tightening your ultrasonic 
tips, the other side features a 
smaller slot for tightening our 
bendable mirror heads.

Point Measurement: .50mm
Creates a flat troughing groove
Finds calcified canals, removes 
build up and restorative materials
Preparation of buccal Class VI 
and ECIR Lesions
Refines and cleans orifice opening

Point Measurement: .40mm
Creates a flat troughing groove
Finds calcified canals, removes 
build-up and restorative materials
Preparation of buccal Class VI 
and ECIR Lesions
Refines and cleans orifice opening

Point Measurement: .40mm
Generates extremely precise 
troughing grooves
Removes restorative materials 
and other build-up materials

G E N E R A L  U S E  /  M U L T I - U S E  T I P S

WH1 WH1-D WH2 WH2-D CT4 CT4-D

CKT1 CKT2 CKT3 CKT1-D CKT2-D CKT3-D

E N D O  W R E N C H

CARR ULTRASONIC TIPS



End Diameter: 1.65mm
Post and Crown Removal
Standard Vibrating Ultrasonic Tip
Condenses Amalgam

End Diameter: 2.85mm
Post and Crown Removal

End Diameter: 2mm
Post and Crown Removal
Condenses Amalgam

End Diameter: 1mm
Wide Troughing
Cleans Access Cavities
Refines Crown Prep Margins
Refines Box Preps

End Diameter: 1.15mm
Post and Crown Removal
Cleans the Access Cavity 
and Orifices

End Diameter: 1.25mm
Post and Crown Removal
Cleans the Access Cavity
and Orifices
Condenses Amalgam

V I B R A T I N G  T I P S

I N S T R U M E N T  R E M O V A L  /  F I N E  T R O U G H I N G

T R O U G H I N G  T I P S

VT-1 BALL-D PEAR-DVT-2 VT-3 VT-4

Removes separated instruments, 
silver (Ag) points and 
thermafil carriers
Very fine troughing around posts 
to remove cement layers

Removes separated instruments, 
silver (Ag) points and thermafil 
carriers
Very fine troughing around posts 
to remove cement layers
Finer and thinner than the SP1

Removes separated 
instruments, silver (Ag) points 
and thermafil carriers
Very fine troughing around posts 
to remove cement layers

SP1 (Open) SP1 (Closed) SP2 (Open) SP2 (Closed)

Removes separated instruments
Finds calcified canals

A finer version of the UT4
Extremely fine troughing
Removes separated instruments

Troughs canals

UT4 UT4-D SJ4

Removes separated instruments, 
silver (Ag) points and thermafil 
carriers
Very fine troughing around posts 
to remove cement layers
Finer and thinner than the SP1

T I P  S T A N D

TIP STAND -  SILVER TIP STAND -  TEAL TIP STAND -  PURPLE TIP STAND -  BLUE TIP STAND -  BLACK

CARR ULTRASONIC TIPSE IE2 .COM
Excel lence in Endodontics
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Our mirrors, developed by Dr. Gary B. Carr, provide exceptional clarity and reflection that reflect 97% of visible light. Rhodium mirrors 
only reflect 75% of visible light. Our mirrors have exceptional flatness and our special dielectric coating is layered on twelve times to 
create this effect. These mirrors are invaluable for photography through a microscope or for difficult cases where optical clarity is 
needed. Please note that these mirrors can only be sterilized with non-glutaraldehyde sterilizing solutions like Compliance or Sporox.

M I C R O - M I R R O R S  &  G E N E R A L  U S E

M I C R O - M I R R O R S

G E N E R A L  P U R P O S E  M I R R O R S  ( C O N E  S O C K E T )

G E N E R A L  P U R P O S E  M I R R O R S  ( F L E X I B L E )

CARR HD PHOTO MIRRORS

3MM OVAL FLEXIBLE 
MIRROR (COLLET-TYPE)

12MM RIGID MIRROR
(CONE-SOCKET)

19MM RIGID MIRROR
(CONE-SOCKET)

25MM RIGID MIRROR
(CONE-SOCKET)

4MM FLEXIBLE MIRROR 
(COLLET-TYPE)

6MM FLEXIBLE MIRROR 
(COLLET-TYPE)

10MM FLEXIBLE MIRROR
(COLLET-TYPE)

12MM FLEXIBLE MIRROR
(COLLET-TYPE)

19MM FLEXIBLE MIRROR
(COLLET-TYPE)

25MM FLEXIBLE MIRROR
(COLLET-TYPE)



H A N D L E S

A M B I D E X T R O U S  M E A S U R I N G  
H A N D L E  &  A D A P T E R

RULED HANDLE FOR 
FLEXIBLE MIRRORS
(COLLET-TYPE)

NON-RULED HANDLE FOR 
FLEXIBLE MIRRORS
(COLLET-TYPE)

NON-RULED HANDLE FOR 
RIGID MIRRORS
(CONE SOCKET)

NON-RULED HANDLE 
WITH ENDO WRENCH
(COLLET-TYPE)

NON-RULED HANDLE 
WITH ENDO WRENCH
(CONE SOCKET)

This lightweight surgical grade stainless steel made in the USA measuring 
handle is made to last. Fully ambidextrous for both right handed and left 
handed users, existing customers will be familiar with the measuring layout.  
Instead of half mm dashes, we replaced them with dots so it is easier to 
differentiate between the two. Our patent pending adapter system allows one 
handle to work with both style mirrors that we sell. In the future this platform 
will allow us to expand the adapter system to fit any thread type.

E IE2 .COM
Excel lence in Endodontics HANDLES
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TAPER PLATE

TSUTSUI SUCTION TIPS (INDIVIDUAL)

Designed by TDO Software user Dr. Scott Martin, this high 
quality American made taper plate is designed for many years 
of use. Superior to plastic models which can warp, wear, and 
discolor, this stainless steel taper plate will keep accurate 
measurements and be easy to clean. This taper plate is the 
only one on the market with quarter size measuring incre-
ments which is essential for precision cone fitting.

Connects to either high-speed suction or saliva ejector 
suction to assist in suctioning canals. Useful for cases with 
significant drainage or suppuration. Fits on 1/4 inch tubes or 
saliva ejector and used with disposable capillary suction tips 
(not included).
Can also be used to dry canals after irrigating with alcohol. 
Dramatically reduces need for paper points to dry canals.

ASI ERGO HANDLE HVE + TSUTSUI MICROSUCTION
ASI’s titanium Ergo Angle is a high volume evacuation (HVE) 
hand piece. The angled design reduces hand and wrist fatigue 
associated with the use of straight high volume suction hand 
pieces and features ASI’s exclusive single-side valve design.  
It fits standard ½” HVE tubing.  It allows for ideal ergonomic 
technique and permits the assistant to suction with either the 
right or left hand easily.

This wrench is engraved with the Excellence in Endodontics 
logo and a 40mm scale on the back side.  One end of the 
wrench features a slot for tightening your ultrasonic tips, the 
other side features a smaller slot for tightening our bendable 
mirror heads.

ENDO WRENCH
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TSUTSUI MICROSUCTION SET

QUICKSPLINT COMBO PACK
QuickSplint is an interim, multi-purpose, custom-fit, bite plane 
that takes only minutes to fabricate and has dozens of 
practical uses in dentistry. Whether you are a general dentist 
or a specialist, QuickSplint comes to your aid to help 
diagnose, treat, protect, and heal your patients.

Learn to better manage your team, pick up new documentation photography tips and tricks, streamline your assistant training and 
many more topics are covered at our yearly TDO user meetings.

Our assistant scope extensions free up 70mm of space to help 
with proper ergonomics, posture and positioning.
Available for both the Zeiss and Global Microscopes.

70mm ASSISTANT SCOPE EXTENDERS

TDO USER MEETINGS

DA VINCI CURING LIGHT GUIDE

DCA-220 DIGITAL CAMERA ADAPTER BRASSELER FORZA V3
NON-OPTIC ULTRASONIC UNIT

WITH HANDPIECE

2017
U S E R  M E E T I N G

2016
U S E R  M E E T I N G

2015
U S E R  M E E T I N G

2014
U S E R  M E E T I N G

2013
U S E R  M E E T I N G

ASI TITANIUM ERGO ANGLE SUCTION HANDPIECE

ACCESSORIES
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